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WHATEVER YOUR IDEAS
AND WHERE EVER YOUR
DESTINATION…

RE THE SPA Events promises to deliver the
impossible!.

About Us
It is my immense pleasure to
introduce our company to you
for future reference. Re - The
Spa has pioneered & perfected a
unique concept of providing spa
experience at your location with
the help of our highly qualified
therapists. We offer an array of
relaxation & wellness services
that revitalize every guest in a
luxurious ambience as per the
occasion.

To Relax-Revive-Rejuvenate in
your occasion is the newest
cult that counts in one of the
privileges offered to the guest.
It is the most trendy and classy
way to top up the joy of your
guests by surprising them with
a teaser of authentic foot
massage given by professional
masseur. A perfect deal! Every
host is engaged in a constant
effort to make the occasion
Grande

RE The Spa setup definitely adds value to the affair. It separates the
busy, noisy environment and creates a relaxing and serene realm of
its own. Each event would be incomplete without RE The Spa.

More info visit
our website : www.rethespa.in
our FB page : www.facebook.com/rethespa/
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CORPORATE EVENT

Whether it’s a meeting for
holding discussions or a
conference for exchange of
ideas or a platform for you to
expand your business horizons,
we create an ambience that
helps you get the job done.
RE The Spa can help your
employees forget their
everyday work-stress and enjoy

the corporate evnts to the
fullest.

▰ CONFERANCE
▰ SEMINAR
▰ EMPLYOEE WELNESS
▰ WOMENS DAY
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💑 WEDDINGS
REThe Spa seek to make
weddings a fantastic affair.
Client satisfaction is high on
our priority list. In today’s time
and age, when time is money,
and couples and their families
want the weddings to be an
event to be remembered, we
step in to make sure that
every step of the way is

memorable, enjoyable and as
stress free as possible.

▰ SANGEET
▰ MEHANDI
▰ BARAT
▰ RECEPTION
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💑 PRIVATE PARTIES
Why not make your guests
feel extremely special? We
create Spa for Parties to suit
your guests.

RE The spa create an
ambience that help your
guests stress free & feel
special and happy

▰ BIRTHDAY PARTY
▰ POOL PARTY
▰ KITTY PARTY
▰ ANIVERSARY PARTY
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LIVE EVENTS

RE The Spa service is an
ultimate way to make any
event extremely memorable.
our spa concept allows you to
set your customers at ease as
you pitch to them your
offerings.

Make your event, experience
a stress-free one for your
guests!

▰ BRAND PROMOTION
▰ EXHIBITIONS
▰ TRADE SHOW
▰ CONCERTS
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“

It’s a good idea
always to do
something
relaxing before
making an
important
decision in your
life.
… Kindly consider

202, Nishant Arcade, Plot No 86, Sec-17, Koparkhairane,

Navi Mumbai-400709, Maharashtra, India

Call on +91-9930725502
info@rethespa.in | www.rethespa.in
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